Penetration of substances into tumor tissue: a methodological study with microelectrodes and cellular spheroids.
A new method was tested for studies of penetration of substances into tumorlike tissue. The penetration of the ions K+, Cl-, and Ca2+ through several layers of tumor cells was demonstrated by using double barrelled, ion sensitive microelectrodes with extra thin tip diameters. Spheroids consisting of human glioma, U-118 MG, and human thyroid cancer, HTh-7, cells were used as models of tumor tissue. A microelectrode was inserted into the center of a spheroid. Thereafter, the concentration of the test substance was increased in the surrounding medium. The change in concentration inside the spheroid was recorded and the penetration pattern evaluated. All three types of tested ions penetrated easily through the spheroids. The K+ ions penetrated most efficiently, and the Ca2+ ions showed the slowest penetration. The Ca2+ ions penetrated somewhat more slowly in the U-118 MG spheroids (which had rather small extracellular spaces) than in the HTh-7 spheroids (which had larger extracellular spaces). Ion sensitive electrodes, which are easily available, were used in this study only to demonstrate the principle. We hope that the method described can be used for penetration studies of various substances. For example, all substances that can be detected by enzyme microelectrodes could be studied. The main advantage of the method is that the complete penetration pattern can be studied as a function of time in individual spheroids. Previously described methods require histological procedures for each analyzed penetration time.